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Exercise 1

Let S1 = (S1
t )t≥0 and S2 = (S2

t )t≥0 be two assets following the risk-neutral dynamics

dS1
t = rdt+ σ1S

1
t dW

1
t , t ≥ 0,

dS2
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2
t , t ≥ 0,

for constant volatilities σ1, σ2 and correlated Brownian motions 〈W 1,W 2〉t = ρt, ρ ∈ [−1, 1]. An exchange
option for S1 to S2 with maturity T is a product that pays

(S1
T − S2

T )+

at time T . It can be seen that the value at time 0 of the exchange option is

CBS(S1
0 , S

2
0 , σ, T ), (1)

where CBS(S,K, σ, T ) is the Black Scholes value of a Call option of spot price S, strike K, volatility σ
and maturity T , and

σ =
√
σ21 − 2ρσ1σ2 + σ22.

Write a class ExchangeOption implementing AbstractAssetMonteCarloProduct, whose

getValue(double evaluationTime, AssetModelMonteCarloSimulationModel model)

method returns the (discounted) payoff of an exchange option.

Write then a JUnit test class which checks if the value you get is close enough to the analytical one,
computed by using (1) and the appropriate method of the Finmath library.

Hint: To construct the AssetModelMonteCarloSimulationModel object to be passed to the getValue

method of ExchangeOption, you can use the class

net.finmath.montecarlo.assetderivativevaluation.MonteCarloMultiAssetBlackScholesModel,

as it implements AssetModelMonteCarloSimulationModel.

Exercise 2

Implement a Java class Value which wraps a Double and provides the gradient of a function f : Rm → R,
m ∈ N, m = 1, 2, when f is obtained by a composition of the following operations (possibly repeated
more than once): sum, subtraction, product, division, square root.

In particular, the class must implement the methods add(Value), sub(Value), mult(Value),
div(Value), sqrt(), all returning a Value object, and a method getGradient() which returns a map
Map<Value node, Double derivative>, called derivatives, containing the derivatives of f with re-
spect to all input quantities. In addition the class has to provide a method Double doubleValue() which
return the floating point value of the object.

Hints:

(a) Every node of the operator tree used for the derivation is represented by an object of the class
Value. In particular, the class Value should have four fields:

• Double value: the value of the node;

• OperatorType operatorType: an enum type giving the name of the function that created this
value, i.e., the operation represented by the node;

• List<Value> arguments: the arguments of the function of the node: for example, if the func-
tion is fk(x, y) = x+ y, the arguments are Value x, Value y;



• Long id: the identification number of the node.

(b) When an operation (i.e., one of the five methods introduced above) is called, the result is created
with:

• the value given by the operation (i.e., the Double value field of the new Value object);

• the name of the operation that created the result;

• zero, one or two arguments;

• a unique increasing ID (the index of the result).

(c) The method getGradient() should do the following:

• define a map Map<Value, Double> derivatives, and initialise it with a Double equal to 1:
this is the derivative of the highest node with respect to itself;

• build a tree map TreeMap<Value, Value>, sorted by the IDs of the nodes. This map represents
the arguments of all the nodes, and it must be initialised with the object that calls the method
(as it represents the last operation).
Note: In order to be able to sort the nodes, the class Value has to implement the interface
Comparable. This means that it must implement the method compareTo(Object o), which
in our case permits to sort two Values objects: you should implement this method in such a
way that the highest node is the one with highest ID. In particular, you must return a positive
int if the node that calls the method is higher then the one in the argument, and negative
otherwise.

• as long as the tree map is not empty: take the top element (the one with highest id) among
the ones of your list that you have still not processed, update the map derivatives according
to the backward AD (by a private method propagateDerivativesFromResultToArgument),
and add the argument to the list if the node had arguments.

(d) The propagateDerivativesFromResultToArgument(Map<Value, Double> derivatives) me-
thod will call another private method getPartialDerivative(Value differential, int

differentialIndex) which, based on the value of operatorType, computes the derivative of
the node with respect to the argument specified by differential (the node of the argu-
ment) and differentialIndex (its index in the node). Once the derivative is computed, the
propagateDerivativesFromResultToArgument method has to update the map derivatives with
the derivative itself (i.e., with the Double value of the derivative) and with the node that will
identify the derivative in the list.

Exercise 3

Write a test class ValueTest where you use your class Value to compute the derivative of the following
functions:

• c = c(a, b) =
√
a · a+ b · b;

• z =
∑n

i=1 x: construct it as a for loop, then check that the value is nx and that the derivative is n.


